S3
shows the factors (voltage and reaction time), and measurements of AAO thickness, surface roughness, and fluorescence intensity of mannose/ConA-A488 binding with 100 M sugar concentration arrayed onto the AAO surface. Response 3 was the fluorescence intensity of sugar protein binding with 100 M sugar concentration arrayed on each AAO surface. The GenePix Scanner readings resulted from sugar/protein binding were given in Figure S1A . The overview (or trend) of reaction parameter vs. response measurements have provided a direction to design our next experiment. Critical information has been drawn from this first set of design experiments and shown in Fluorescence intensities of mannose/Con A bindings for all sugar concentrations (from 100 mM to 1 pM) are shown in Figure S2A . The photo-multiplier tube (PMT) from GenePix scanner was set at the minimum (PMT 380) as several of the substrates gave very high fluorescence intensity where the fluorescence intensities were saturated when scanning at higher PMT. With the information obtained from above, the response surface designed experiment was conducted as given in Table 1 in the main text. Figure S3A shows the electrical current changes over the reaction time as the voltages reach equilibrium for all ACG slide fabrications. The GenePix images of these slides are given in Figure S3B .
S6
The image with comparable experimental variables of NHS-activated glass slide was also added to this figure. Figure S3C shows the graphical plot of the in-line S9 electrical current measurement with respect to the voltage and reaction time changes, another parameter available for observation (or process control)during the AAO preparation. The numerical data given in Table S4 and 5 are converted into graphics as shown in Figure S4 and Figure 4D ,E in the main text, suggesting that an optimal AAO layer thickness was found based on the fluorescence intensity observed from A488ConA/Mannose binding.
The Modified Quadratic Mathematical Model
Fittings of the response surface methodology results are given in Table S5 . Figure S4 Response surface of fluorescence intensity with respect to different sugar solution concentrations used to array on the AAO surface from 100 mM to 1 pM
(1-12). The modified quadratic models (given in Table S1 ) are either Y intensity = a x V +b x V 2 ; intercept = 0, or Y intensity = a x (V) 1/2 +b x (V 2 )
1/2
; intercept = 0, suggesting that voltage is a critical variable in making "good" ACG slides. Significant p-test values of these analyses are given in Table S5 . -End -
